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„ ABSOLUTE   SOUND”  Line
                SERIES PRO

Component and coaxial speakers of „ ” Line are designed and build with extremaly highABSOLUTE SOUND
quality to deliver true audiophile performance and reach high SPL. New speaker systems of  series openedPRO
the new epoch of car audio sound.The top  component system with non-pressed paper cone got a lotPRO 6020
of delighted responses from car audio fans and experts from car audio magazines.It sound performance was 
considered as reference for car audio in that time.Those speakers showed the new car audio sound performance
and soundstage and stated the new hi-sound boundary for the other brands.

                    Nominal       Impedance

 Ohm        power(W)

Max
power (W)

Frequency
response

  40-24 000
2-way component speakers   Hz                 

2-way component speakers

3-way coaxial speakers

50-24 000
Hz

60-20 000
Hz
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Car audio speakers with texture-oriented aluminum cone

ALQ  Series

2-way component acoustic system with
a membrane of pure shaped aluminum

Impedance
Woofer size     Ohms,

Frequency 
response

2-way coaxial speakers

2-way coaxial speakers

2-way coaxial speakers

3-way coaxial speakers

2-way component speakers

2-way component speakers

90-20 000
Hz

80-20 000
Hz

70-20 000
Hz

55-22 000
Hz

75-24 000
Hz

70-24 000
Hz

ALQ 6.2

PRO 6020

PRO 693



3-way component speakers

 „ TECHNOLOGY ”   LINE 

ALN series
car audio speakers with pure 
aluminum cone

Impedance
    Ohms,

Woofer size Frequency 
response

2-way coaxial speakers

2-way coaxial speakers

3-way coaxial speakers

3-way coaxial speakers

2-way component speakers

2-way component speakers

3-way component speakers

80-20 000
Hz

70-20 000
Hz

55-22 000
Hz

40-22 000
Hz

80-20 000
Hz

65-20 000
Hz
60-20 000
Hz
40-22 000
Hz
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QS  series 

car audio speakers with organic
         shielded paper cone

                          2-way coaxial speakers

2-way coaxial speakers

3-way coaxial speakers

2-way component speakers

2-way component speakers

      Woofer size
Impedance
    Ohms,

Frequency
response

90-20 000
Hz
65-20 000
Hz
55-22 000
Hz
80-20 000
Hz
60-20 000
Hz

Coaxial and component speakers and subwoofers of “TECHNOLOGY”Line use such advanced 

high-tech materials for the cones as pure and texture-oriented aluminium,woven glass fiber and special

treated paper. As a result all “TECHNOLOGY”speakers are able to demonstrate high quality sound 

performance,rich and natural timbre,punchy bass,deep and wide soundstage. Technology and assembling

 quality are the core things for lomg-duty wide soundstage.“Technology”speakers can work well with 

direct switching to factory installed and after-market head units, but the enough output power resource 

gives the possibility to use them also with the external powerful amplifiers in order to get deeper bass 

and power handling. 

Designed to work at best in any enclosures, “TECHNOLOGY”subwoofers provide powerful, 

undistorted,thrilling sound.The use of long excursion mobile voice coils, die-cast frames and of high 

flux intensity double magnets permitted to build subwoofers which can stand high powers and which

have outstanding musicality and bursting dynamics.

                                                                                     QS SERIES



Woofer size
Impedance
  Ohms,

Frequency
response

100-20 000
Hz

  80-20 000
Hz
  70-20 000
Hz
  
  65-20 000
Hz
  55-22 000
Hz
  85-22 000
Hz

75-22 000
Hz

2-way coaxial speakers

2-way coaxial speakers

2-way coaxial speakers

2-way coaxial speakers

3-way coaxial speakers

2-way coaxial speakers

 2-way  component speakers

„ TECHNOLOGY ” LINE
GFQ Series
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GFQ series    

car audio speakers with 

     glass fiber cone

„ HI - STANDARD ” Line
ICQ series

ICQ and STQ speakers and subwoofers of “HI-STANDARD” Line show the new higher level of sound 
quality standard. Speakers and subwoofers have more advanced characteristics against the factory speakers, 
which can be valued by expert listeners.  All speakers are suitable for installation in the standard mounting 

holes.  The compact sizes of subwoofer’s enclosures give the possibility to place it in the trunks of even very 
small cars. The speakers of that line would be a good choice for the end-user to use them with the factory 
installed head units, but the enough output power resource gives the possibility to use them with the external 

powerful amplifiers.

ICQ series

car audio speakers with high quality 
metal coated injection-molded cone

Woofer size Impedance
   Ohms,

Frequency
response

2-way coaxial speakers

2-way coaxial speakers

2-way coaxial speakers

4-way coaxial speakers

2-way component speakers

2-way component speakers

85-20 000
Hz

65-20 000
Hz
65-20 000
Hz

45-20 000
Hz
70-20 000
Hz

60-20 000
Hz

Series GFQ its a choice supporter woven cones. They are even lighter aluminium cone and also resistant to adverse

foreign influence.Inch voice coils(some manufacturere use similar to the 8”subwoofer)can sup up to 6.5” speakers

hundred watts RMS,and to the oval 6”x9”-even more power.Special impregnation diffuser which prevents loosening

“Braids”,allows speakers to work with high power for many years.



„HI - STANDARD” LINE
STQ  series

    STQ series

car audio speakers with cotton
fiber paper cone
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2-way coaxial speakers

3-way coaxial speakers

2-way component speakers

2-way component speakers

Impedance
Woofer size     Ohms,

Frequency 
response

70-20 000
Hz
60-20 000
Hz

50-20 000
Hz
70-20 000
Hz

60-20 000
Hz

„ STANDARD + ” LINE

SL series

slim car audio  speakers

Woofer size

with 

Impedance

paper cone

    Ohms,

Frequency
response

2-way cpaxial speakers

2-way coaxial speakers

2-way component speakers

2-way component speakers

75-20 000
Hz

65-20 000
Hz
75-20 000
Hz

65-20 000

“STANDARD+” Line includes SL, STC and PD series speakers. The speakers of that line are well suitable 

Hz

for replacement of preinstalled car speakers. They have much better sound performance and can be easily 
and quickly installed in the standard mounting holes. All necessary mounting accessories are included in 
the speakers’ set. Among other features and advantages can be mentioned the following: built-in or 
compact crossovers, high sensitivity and ability to play loud even with low-power-output original head 
units and small mounting depths. The subwoofers of that line would be a good choice to add more bass to
 the car audio system.

The combination of cellulose cone to work at low and medium frequencies and metalized dome tweeter 

allows to achieve a balanced, soft sound at a power of 8-10 watts per channel. It is possible to get the sound 

pressure and high-fidelity playback of the sound spectrum. The low level of harmonics due to a three-time 

margin to the power input.speakers can work with low-cost entry-level amplifiers - high sensitivity will 

not only save on buying watts, but also simplify the installation of a part of the organization of power and 

use standard wiring to the speakers without drilling slots under the door speaker cable.



PD series

car audio speakers with metal coated
water-resistant treated paper cone

STC series
car audio speakers with 
paper cone 

„ STANDARD + ” LINE

Impedance
   Ohms,

Frequency
response

2-way coaxial speakers

2-way coaxial speakers

2-way coaxial speakers

3-way coaxial speakers

2-way component speakers

 2-way component speakers

90-20 000
Hz

80-20 000
Hz
70-20 000
Hz

50-22 000
Hz
70-24 000
Hz

60-24 000
Hz

 „ STANDARD + ” LINE

STC series

Woofer size Impedance
   Ohms,

Frequency
response

2-way coaxial speakers

2-way coaxial speakers

2-way coaxial speakers

3-way coaxial speakers

2-way component speakers

2-way component speakers

90-20 000
Hz

80-20 000
Hz
70-20 000
Hz

50-22 000
Hz
75-20 000
Hz

65-20 000
Hz
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Dynamics of a series of PD is a successful combination of pulp and a thin layer of metal. 

Dynamics preserved the dignity of models based on the paper cone, while receiving lightness, strength,

 necessary to minimize distortion, and high durability.

Cone material in this series a classic - it's cellulose, which is applied over 

the protective polymer layer. Voice coil with enhanced heat sink 

(an aluminum frame) allows the sum to the dynamics of higher power - 

as in a series of STQ, acoustics works perfectly from the built-in amplifier, 

while not ruled out the subsequent upgrade of the amplifier low power 

(65-75 watts per channel to 6, 5 "speakers, or ovals 6x9").



SUBWOOFERS

12" (305mm) car subwoofer with pure aluminum
 cone, double-stick magnet and die-cast aluminum
 frame

Subwoofer size

Cone non-pressed paper

Max power, W

12" (305mm) car subwoofer with non-pressed 
paper cone, dual voice coil and die-cast aluminum
 frame

Subwoofer size

Cone

Subwoofer size

Cone

Max power, W

Cone                        PP injection-moulded

Max power, W

Subwoofer size

non-pressed paper

Max power, W

High-tech subwoofer for professional installation.

pure aluminum

Very deep bass, great looks diaphragm and the molding 
basket decorate the nal result of each installation.Dual voice 
coil with recommended power 2x300W for a separate 
connecting or 800W/2 Ohms when using pulse monoblock.

76 mm coil sound with thought-cooling system develops
quite a strong SEM.Deflection of the cone is 16,2mm. Using
a professional approach to design we get „meaty” bass, in a
small enclosure the speaker is able to „put your hair” listener.

Nominal power, W

Nominal power, W            300

Nominal power, W          600

Nominal power, W           400

Nominal power, W            250
Max power, W

Subwoofer size

Cone

Frequency response,Hz   30-600

Frequency response,Hz  30-1800

Frequency response,Hz    27-1000

Frequency response,Hz   33-2800

Frequency response, Hz     27-1200

1000

                       PP injection-moulded              

Solution with the averge price.Speaker can work in a closed 
cabinet or a bass reflex.Small size of the cabinet allows the 
speaker to use for professional installations and editor isn’t 
worried that it will reduce the capacity of the trunk.High 
sensitivity lets you use ALN 300 in the car with alternator 
with low power and low battery capacity.Recommended 
amplifier power is 2x100W or 400W for monoblock 
class D.

An improved model of the STC - increased power and universal 

dimensions allows use the subwoofer in a various kind of sound 
systems.

Solution with universal parameters, can be installed at free
air,can also be used in a closed cabinet. 
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ACTIVE  SUBWOOFER  ENCLOSURE  

subwoofer size 

dimensions(LxBxH)mm

Max power, W

subwoofer size

dimensions(LxBxH)mm

Max power,W

subwoofer size
dimensions(LxBxH)mm
Max power,W

subwoofer size
dimensions(LxBxH)mm
Max power,W

subwoofer size
dimensions(LxBxH)mm
Max power,W
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ICQ 301 BXA

12” (305mm)
360x410x358
550

12”(305mm)

310x360x380

500

345x245x76

8” (200mm)

240

10” (254mm)

310x295x330

400

310x358x378

12” (305mm)

500
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S 1-channel car audio amplfiers „FORMULA”Line

Model

ampliers.Class A/B

Power
4-Ohm Stereo

Power
2-Ohm

200 W x 1

500 W x 1

200 W x 1

700 W x 1

Power
4-Ohm
bridged

Dimensions,mm
      (H x W x D)

2- channel car audio amplfiers „FORMULA”Line  

2-channel car audio amplifier. Class A/B

2-channel car audio amplifier. Class A/B

2-channel car audio amplifier. Class A/B

2-channel car audio amplifier. Class A/B

60 W x 2

65 W x 2

75 W x 2

125 W x 2

200 W x 2

100 W x 2

110 W x 2

 120 W x 2

175 W x 2

300 W x 2                500W  x 1        250x55x450

150 W x 1

160 W x 1

200 W x 1

350 W x 1

4-channel car audio amplier.Class A/B

4-channel car audio amplier.Class A/B

4-channel car audio amplier.Class A/B

50 W x 4

55 W x 4

75 W x 4

100 W x 4

80 W x 4

100 W x 4

120 W x 4

160 W x 4

130 W x 2

160 W x 2

200 W x 2

260 W x 2

250x55x350

250x55x350

250x55x400

250x55x450

250x55x300

250x55x450

250x55x260

250x55x260

250x55x300

250x55x400

integration in car audio system. It is very easy to find the suitable K CX amplifier due to any line has a variety of models with different power 
output per channel and different number of channels. Aesthetically neut al design in classic style is perfectly match for any installation needs. 
And there are sophisticated schematics under the cover with regulated power supply, time proven design and quality and carefully selected 
electronic components. Installation of amplifiers is as easy as never due to wide range of working mode configurations and versatile inputs.

FORMULA LINE.
The motto of that line is TIME PROVEN QUALITY.
There are the main features for 13 models of A/B class FORMULA amplifiers:

    * Double-sided epoxy PCB
    * Hi-efficiency MOSFET transistors
    * Automatic soft turn on/off
    * Bridge mode
    * Low distortions
    * Variable Hi/Low pass filters
    * Variable bass boost
    * Subsonic 
    * High level (speaker level) inputs for 2/4/5 channel amplifiers (through RCA inputs)
    * 5 level protection circuit system
    * Gold plated terminals
    * Heavy-duty high temperature heat sink 

Three LINES of KICX amplifiers represent the three steps from the entry line to SPL to get high quality and powerful sound with simplest

AMPLIFIERS.CLASS A/B

1 CHANNEL CAR AUDIO

4-channel car audio amplifiers “FORMULA” Line

4 -channel car audio amplifier.Class A/B

Amplifiers.QS Line

Decision econonomy class at the technical parametrs of sufficiently high level.Compact,very hihg power,low

distortion,simplicity to load.Carefully implemented filters HCH and HF, “canonical”, as in the home HI-FI/

The choice of the listener,enthusiastic naturalness of sound in the cabin of the machine, not a “self-expression 

capacity”

QS 1.600 - 1-channel (600Wx1) car subwoofer amplifier
Class D

Nominal power into 4Ohms (14,4V power rating) 600W x1

Nominal power into 2Ohms (14,4V power rating) 900W x 1

Nominal power into 1Ohms ( 14,4V power rating) 1500W x1

Nominal power into 1Ohms in master slave mode ( 14,4V power rating) 3000W x 1

Stable working, Ohms 1Ohms, Stereo

2-channel car audio amplifier Class A/B



QS 1.900 - 1-channel (900Wx1) car subwoofer amplifier

QS 1.1000 - 1-channel(1000Wx1)car subwoofer amplifier

Nominal power into 4Ohms(1000Wx1)

Nominal power into 2Ohms(1500Wx1)

Nominal power into 1Ohms(2500Wx1)

Nominal power into 0,5Ohms(3500Wx1)

Nominal power into 1Ohms(paired work 2pc.)5000Wx1

Stable working,0,5Ohms,

QS 4.65 - 4-channel (65Wx4) car amplifier

Class D

Nominal power into 4Ohms (14,4V power rating) 900W x1

Nominal power into 2Ohms (14,4V power rating) 1300W x 1

Nominal power into 1Ohms ( 14,4V power rating) 2000W x1

Nominal power into 1Ohms in master slave mode ( 14,4V power rating) 4000W x 1

Stable working, Ohms 1Ohms, Stereo

QS 4.95 - 4-channel (95Wx4) car amplifier

Class A/B

Nominal power into 4Ohms (14,4V power rating), stereo 95W x 4

Nominal power into 4Ohms (14,4V power rating), mono bridged 185W x 2

Nominal power into 2Ohms (14,4V power rating), stereo 115W x 4

Max power into 2Ohms (14,4V power rating), stereo 185W x 4

Stable working, Ohms 2Ohms, Stereo

QS 4.160 - 4-channel (160Wx4) car amplifier

Class A/B

Nominal power into 4Ohms (14,4V power rating), stereo 160W x 4

Nominal power into 4Ohms (14,4V power rating), mono bridged 350W x 2

Nominal power into 2Ohms (14,4V power rating), stereo 190W x 4

Max power into 2Ohms (14,4V power rating), stereo 350W x 4

Stable working, Ohms 2Ohms, Stereo

Nominal power into 4Ohms (14,4V power rating), stereo 65W x 4

Nominal power into 4Ohms (14,4V power rating), mono bridged 165W x 2

Nominal power into 2Ohms (14,4V power rating), stereo 95W x 4

Max power into 2Ohms (14,4V power rating), stereo 165W x 4

Stable working, Ohms 2Ohms, Stereo

4-Channel amplifiers

Decision economy class at the technical parameters of sufficiently high level. Compact, very high power, low 

distortion, simplicity to load. Carefully implemented filters HCH and HF, "canonical", as in the home HI-FI, 

vysokolineyny path gain without iskusstennyh underscores timbre. The choice of the listener, enthusiastic 

naturalness of sound in the cabin of the machine, not a "self-expression capacity".



In the RTS line amplifiers KICX all controls and connections are located on one side. This circuitry simplifies 

the installation and configuration of the amplifier, and saves time installer. Power RTS 2.60 and RTS 2.100 - 

2x60Vt and 2x100Vt RMS load 4Oma respectively, for 4-channel models, RTS 4.60 and RTS 4.100 it is 

4x60Vt 4x100Vt and RMS, respectively, the load 4Oma. Amplifiers are equipped with an adjustable 

crossover, high and low frequency tuning from outside the 50-250Hz, stepwise bass boosts 0-6-12dB, 2-

channel speaker level inputs (in addition to the RCA) and even have a remote volume control included.

Amplifiers RTS Line

2-x-channel amplifier RTS 2.60
rated power at 4 ohm STEREO -60W x 2

rated power at 4 ohms in bridged mono-150W x 1

rated power at 2 ohm STEREO -110W x 2

Maximum power at 2 ohm STEREO -150W x 2

Stable operation of the load-2 ohms Stereo

4-x-channel amplifier  RTS 4.60
rated power at 4 ohm STEREO - 60W x 4

rated power at 4 ohms in bridged mono -150W x 2

rated power at 2 ohm STEREO  - 110W x 4

Maximum power at 2 ohm STEREO -150W x 4

Stable operation of the load -2 ohms Stereo

Size

0,75” (20 mm) with
aluminum diaphgram
and neodymium

Impedance

magnet

   Ohms,
Frequency 
response

1” ( 25,4 mm ) with
silk diaphgram
and neodymium
magnet

1550-
20 000Hz

2500-
24 000Hz

swivel dome
tweeter

ND 20AL

ND 25S

swivel dome
tweeter

SEPARATE TWEETERS

Accessories: In -line X-over, wires , plastic caps , metal clips , screws



 
RCA 05 5m 2RCA/2RCA OFHC cable with signal wire

5m 2RCA/2RCA OFHC cable with signal wire

Triple shielded

9mm nickel and gold plated brass connectors

RCA 06 5m 4RCA/4RCA OFHC cable with signal wire

5m 4RCA/4RCA OFHC cable with signal wire
Triple shielded

9mm nickel and gold plated brass connectors

2 channel amplier installation 
Technical specification

kit PK 300 

8 AWG red power cable - 5m 

8 AWG brown ground power cable - 1m

2RCA/2RCA cable with signal wire - 5m

15 AWG transparent speaker cable 15AWG polarity mark10m

Spliting loom - 1,8m

AGU fuse holder with 40A fuse and 2 screws - 1 pc

O-type connectors - 2 pcs
U-type connectors - 3 pcs

Speaker connectors - 4 pcs

Tubing for connectors - 16 pcs

Plastic ties for the wires - 10 pcs

4 channel amplier installation 
Technical specification

kit PK 408

8 AWG red power cable with built-in U and O-type connectors - 5m 

8 AWG brown ground power cable 8 AWG with built-in U-type connector - 1m
2x2RCA/2RCA  cables and signal wire - 5m
16 AWG transparent speaker cable with polarity mark - 12m
AGU fuse holder with 60A fuse and 2 screws - 1 pc
O-type connector with tubing - 1 pc
U-type connector with tubing - 1 pc
Speaker connectors with tubing - 8 pcs

Plastic ties for the wires - 10 pcs

4 channel amplier installation  
Technical specification

kit PK 600

8 AWG red power cable - 5m 

8 AWG brown ground power cable - 1m

4RCA/4RCA cable with signal wire - 5m

15 AWG transparent speaker cable with polarity mark - 12m
Spliting loom - 1,8m

AGU fuse holder with 60A fuse and 2 screws - 1 pc

O-type connectors- 2 pcs
Speaker connectors - 8 pcs

U-type connectors- 3 pcs

Tubing for connectors - 20 pcs

Plastic ties for the wires - 10 pcs

2 channel amplier installation kit PK 208

8 AWG red power cable with built-in U and O-type connectors -5m 
8 AWG brown ground power cable 8 AWG with built-in U-type

2RCA/2RCA cable and signal wire - 5m

16 AWG transparent speaker cable with polarity mark - 10m

AGU fuse holder with 40A fuse and 2 screws - 1 pc

O-type connector with tubing - 1 pc

U-type connector with tubing - 1 pc

Speaker connectors with tubing - 4 pcs
Plastic ties for the wires - 10 pcs
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package-blister

CABLE

conector - 1m



Connecting terminals 

ST4G power terminals.

ST4G

ST8G

Specifications

 terminal force a U-shaped cable 4GA (21 mm2). Set of 2 red /2 black

 terminal force a U-shaped cable 8GA (10 mm2). Set of 2 red /2 black

Specifications

 Motor power "Ring " Cable 4GA (21 mm2). Set of 2 red /2 black

 Motor power "Ring " Cable 8GA (10 mm2). Set of 2 red /2 black

RT4G power terminals.

RT4G

RT8G

Acoustic wire-speaker wire

12GA acoustic copper-aluminum (38% /62%) two-wire cable, transparent insulation, 
marking poles, marking the length of 0,5 m, 3 * 23 * 0.2mm * 2, the diameter of 
veins 2.05 mm area of ??3.31 sq. mm, outer diameter 4.5 mm * 2 bay 100m

14GA acoustic copper-aluminum (38% /62%) two-wire cable, transparent insulation,
 marking poles, marking the length of 0,5 m, 3 * 14 * 0.2mm * 2, the diameter of 
veins 1.63 mm area of ??2.08 sq. mm, outer diameter 3.5 mm * 2 bay 100m

16GA acoustic copper-aluminum (38% /62%) two-wire cable, transparent insulation, 
marking poles, marking the length of 0,5 m, 25 * 0.2mm * 2, 1.29 mm diameter wires
, area of ??1.31 sq. mm, outer diameter 3.0 mm * 2 bay 100m

18GA acoustic copper-aluminum (38% /62%) two-wire cable, transparent insulation, 
marking poles, marking the length of 0,5 m, 11 * 0.2mm * 2, the diameter of wires 
1,02 mm, area of ??0.82 sq. mm, outer diameter 2.6 mm * 2 bay 100m

0GA strength of copper-aluminum single-conductor cable 
(38% /62%), transparent red /blue insulation, 8.25 mm diameter
 wires, the area of ??53.5 sq. mm, outer diameter 15.8 mm, 
Bay 15m 

4GA power of copper-aluminum single-conductor cable(38%/62%),
 transparent red /blue insulation, 5.19 mm diameter wires, 
the area of ??21.2 sq. mm, outer diameter 10 mm, bay 30m

6GA strength of copper-aluminum single-conductor cable 
(38% /62%), transparent red /blue insulation, 4.11 mm diameter 
wires, the area of ??13.3 sq. mm, outer diameter 8 mm, bay 50m

8GA power of copper-aluminum single-conductor cable 
(38% /62%), transparent red /blue insulation, 3.26 mm diameter 
wires, the area of ??8.35 sq. mm, outer diameter 6.7 mm,Bay 100m

10GA power of copper-aluminum single-conductor cable 
(38% /62%), transparent red /blue insulation, 2.59 mm diameter
 wires, the area of ??5.27 sq.mm,outer diameter 5.3 mm,Bay 100m 

Power wire-speaker wire
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